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book sources at the end of the article. This article is a bit of history intertwined with visits I made to the region over
the years. When two names are given the first is Slovene and the second Italian. Everything also had German
names, just to thoroughly confuse things.
Mark McLain

~~~
Of all the old battle lines of the First World War to visit, the mountain battlefields along the
Isonzo/Soca River are the most beautiful. Mountains soar, glacial rivers rush, multicolored
paragliders drift, all to the tinkle of alpine cattle bells. It is hard to believe as you wander about
the alpine peaks and meadows of the blood that was rent some hundred years ago here among
the magnificent natural glory.
The pictures are mostly mine. Historical photos and models were shot in the Kobarid Museum
– a must-see for anyone interested in learning more about the events occurring here during
WWI.
Many of the important areas have been saved and reconstructed. To see the old battlefields
there is a pathway running the entire length of the Italian Front in Slovenia known as the Pot
Miru or Path of Peace. You could easily wander the trail and make a month of it, going from the
Julian Alps to the Adriatic Sea – http://www.potmiru.si/

The Italian Front
Italy joined in WWI on the Entente side at
the end of May 1915 after long negotiations
which they hoped would bring new
territories to the Italian Republic at the
expense of Austria-Hungary. The Italians
started the war allied with Germany and
Austria-Hungary, but decided to remain
neutral once hostilities began. They
negotiated with both sides and determined
they could realize more territorial gain by
joining the Entente Powers. The Austrians
saw the Italian decision as nothing more
than treachery. Austria’s war along the
Eastern Front was not always a popular

Italian Front before and after the Battle of Caporetto
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affair among the vast Slavic population of the Empire, but Italy was another matter. The Italian
move had also been anticipated by the Austrians who sent troops west from the Russian front
to help defend the Italian frontier.
The Austrian army had been bled dry in Galicia, Poland and Serbia by 1915, but the Italians
were ill-prepared for the war they would have to fight. Their commander, Liugi Cadorna, had
little time to generate war plans or update an outdated army. He hoped to bludgeon through
the Austrian line along the lower Soca/Isonzo River and push on to Ljubljana and further to
Vienna.
World War One was all about the artillery and that was an Italian weak point. As a result,
Cadorna threw his infantry at prepared Austrian positions in attack after attack. This resulted
mostly in Italian casualties – though the Austrians suffered, too – and after 1915, 1916 and most
of 1917, with limited Italian success, morale plunged.
"Those were all the Austrians' mountains and we had nothing like them."
A Farewell to Arms, Ernest Hemingway
Some eleven battles along the Isonzo had caused massive casualties, especially on the Italian
side, for limited territorial gain until the tenth battle. The Austrians were hard pressed at the
end of the battle as the Italians finally gained ground on the east side of the river north of the
important town of Gorizia. They asked for and received German help in planning for an
Twelfth Battle of the Isonzo, to rectify the situation.
On 24 October 1917, a massive Austro-German assault crushed the Italian line in the
Kobarid/Caporetto – Bovec/Plesso region. The battle was one of the largest military successes
of the war. Two main prongs launched out of the Tolmin Bridgehead in the south and from the
Bovec area in the north quickly punched through the Italian lines. The Italian army was almost
forced out of the war – 305,000 casualties with some 265,000 captured along with most of their
artillery pieces and many of their leading generals were shown the door. Over 200,000 French
and English troops had to be diverted from the Western Front to shore up the Italian effort
along the Piave River, some 100 kilometers to the west. The scale of the defeat led to a direct
reduction in the anti-war sentiment that had been up ticking inside Italy before the battle – now
Italy, itself was being threatened. The front stabilized along the Piave, also, in part because of
the withdrawal of Germans from the front. Another result of the victory was that Austria was
further wedded to German efforts and peace feelers that had gone out from the new Emperor
Karl were a thing of the past. Germany also required the Austrians to maintain pressure on Italy
or send troops to help them on the Western Front – both things happened. The front along the
Piave would remain intact until the last days of the war by which time Austria was collapsing
from within.
“Anger was washed away in the river along with any obligation.”
Lt Frederic Henry on his retreat and later desertion after Caporetto
A Farwell to Arms, Ernest Hemingway
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Visiting the Kobarid Region
Any visit to Kobarid/Caporetto should begin at
the Kobarid Museum— the office for the Pot
Miru is close by too. The exhibits here will
begin to give depth to the reading that has been
done pre-trip. Photographs, terrain models and
memoirs all reveal more about the intensity of
the past battles. The museum is not particularly
large, but won an award as European Museum
of the Year in 1993. Besides the exhibits, guided
tours to the mountain battlefields are offered.
The battlefields in the mountains above were
hard fought over for a period of some 28
months.

The Kobarid Museum

Kobarid was ground zero for the Austro-German October 1917 offensive. The town, serving as a
central supply point for two Italian divisions defending the mountain tops to the east, was
captured in the first day, sealing their fate.

Kobarid Italian Ossuary: Pilgrimage Church of St Anthony of Padua
Beyond the museum, Kobarid is also home to one of the large Italian ossuaries that were erected between
WWI and WWII.

The ossuary is above Kobarid and is laid out in octagonal rings
at the base of the pilgrimage church of St Anthony

The ossuary is octagonal in shape with the remains of Italian soldiers
buried in two rings at the base of the church.
This is the only Italian ossuary on foreign soil since the area reverted
to Yugoslav – now Slovene – control at the end of WWII (the other
much larger ossuaries are downriver at Oslavia and Repudiglia).
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Italy was given most of the Isonzo Valley following the
collapse of Austria-Hungary at the end of WWI. Kobarid
became Caporetto and Italian was made the lingua franca.
Mussolini came to Caporetto – he had served in the Italian
army just to the north in the Bovec/Plesso area on the slopes
of Mt Rombon – to inaugurate the ossuary in 1938. There are
some 7014 bodies interred here of which only the remains of
some 1748 or known.

"Nothing ever happens to the brave.”
Lt Frederick Henry

"They die, of course"

Benito Mussolini kisses the forehead
of a local girl at the inauguration of
the Italian ossuary in Caporetto.

Catherine Barkley

“If people bring so much courage to this world the world has to kill them to break them,
so of course it kills them. The world breaks every one and afterward many are strong at
the broken places. But those that will not break it kills. It kills the very good and the very
gentle and the very brave impartially. If you are none of these you can be sure it will kill
you too but there will be no special hurry.”
A Farewell to Arms, Ernest Hemingway
~~~
From Kobarid, a good plan is to visit the
various open-air museums that have been
developed along important areas of the old
fronts along the Soca/Isonzo. Most of the
open-air museums are accessible by car, but
all require a little walking and the important
museum at Mrzli Vrh is only accessible by
foot.

Map shows tracks of the Pot Miru in the immediate
vicinity of Kobarid and Tolmin with available openair museums to be discovered.
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Mengore – Kolovrat
With the coming of war to the
Soca/Isonzo Valley, the Austrians were
fine with defending on the east side of
the river, with two exceptions – one was
near Gorizia, downriver, and here at
Tolmin, just south of Kobarid. On the
preceding picture, you can see the
Isonzo River and just above it, the hills
of what was the Tolmin Bridgehead.
These hills were fortified by the
Austrian army before the war – Italy
was never considered a reliable ally by
Austria-Hungary. The town of Tolmin is
the town in the top middle of the picture
with the wooded hills of Mrzli Vrh and

Aerial view looks up Isonzo Valley towards the Kanin

the high mountains of Krn and

Massif and Krn in the middle background.

Batognica, beyond.
The Italians were never able to make any headway in the Tolmin Bridgehead area. They hoped to force
the Austrians to withdraw by enveloping the area from the south – bottom of the picture. Hard-won
gains from the Tenth Battle of the Isonzo made it seem that such a hope was possible late in 1917. But the
Central Powers forces acted first sending large forces out of the Bridgehead surprising and crushing
Italian defenders leading to the rout that became the Battle of Caporetto..

Mengore
Mengore is a large open-air park that has preserved
many of the Austrian defense positions along the hill.
The walk is relatively easy from the car park with some
uphill walking involved.

Map of the exhibits at the open-air
museum on Mengore Hill

Tunnel for an Austrian searchlight unit
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Defensive positions are noted by the plaques erected by units that occupied them during the war. Carved
into the limestone rock, they survive relatively unaltered by time except for occasional stalactites which
drip from the ceilings.
Tunnels penetrate the hill at several spots giving defenders a safe access point from the rear while
openings face the Italian front on the opposite side of the hill.

Austrian artillery emplacements
on Mengore Hill
Stalactites drip from the ceiling of an od barracks
carved out of the hillside on Mengore

A rebuilt Church of St Mary occupies the top of
Mengore Hill from which you have a great
overlook at the hills above on which the Italians
centered their lines.

Church of the
Virgin Mary
atop Mengore
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Kolovrat
The top pictures look south – the hills on the left were Austrian positions – while the bottom picture
shows the Kolovrat Ridge. This is where the Italians placed their artillery to blast away at the Austrians
here on Mengore. Atop this hill is another wonderful open-air museum that we will visit next. On the
first day of the Battle of Caporetto, German troops ascended the ridge from below, capturing the Italian
positions above.

.

Views from the Church of the Virgin Mary
looking south and west

"The word Germans was something to be frightened of. We
did not want to have anything to do with the Germans."
Lt Frederic Henry
A Farwell to Arms, Ernest Hemingway

One of the German commanders was
Lt. Erwin Rommel
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The Kolovrat is magnificent even without the open-air museum. The museum is icing on the cake. To the
west, the plains of Friulia extend towards the Dolomiti and Venice while to the east, the Julian Alps soar
high above the Isonzo River. You get here by driving back from Tolmin almost as far as Kobarid and then
turning up the ridge following signs to “Kolovrat”. From the obvious pass you come to, bear left along
the ridge for some kilometers – the road is narrow and the views are great.
The top picture looks down toward Tolmin with the Austrian bridgehead in the center of the picture.
Here, atop the Kolovrat, was the third Italian defensive position – mostly artillery positions. Trenches and
tunnels have been preserved giving a good sense of what must have been.

Looking down to Tolmin from the Kolovrat; model below shows the Tolmin Bridgehead –
Austrian positions blue, Italians red – looking also down from the Kolovrat.
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German alpine troops quickly penetrated the first two Italian lines far below climbing up and capturing
the Italian positions which had long before lost touch with what was happening in the fogs below.

Italian observation post and fortified trenches—roofs
gone—with Mrzli vrh, the green hill in the background
Atop the ridge here is the present-day border
between Italy and Slovenia. Pre-European Union,
when Slovenia was part of Yugoslavia, the border
was part of the Iron Curtain complete with troops
and watch towers. West truly met East for many
years right here atop the Kolovrat.
Former Yugoslav
border watchtower
atop the Kolovrat
Looking across the Isonzo, you can see where the
main Italian positions were on Mrzli Vrh,
Batognica/Monte Rosso and Krn/Monte Nero. On
Mrzli Vrh there is an open-air museum which you
reach by foot – figure in a whole day, while
Batognica and Krn are much more of a hike. Figure a
very long day or a stay at the mountain hut atop
Krn.

Italian border marker on the
Kolovrat with Krn Peak/Monte Nero
in the distance

Italian trenches and circular stone
staircase at Kolvrat
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Panorama above from the Kolovrat – forgive the misspelled “Batognica”!
The bottom picture shows the path linking the various exhibits at the
open-air museum on Mrzli vrh – the Kolovrat is the ridgeline in the
distance.

To the northwest of the Kolovrat, the ridge continues, ending atop Matajur. Rommel led small forces
along the ridge over the days following the opening of the Caporetto offensive and succeeded in bluffing
much larger Italian defenders into surrendering. His feats here along the Isonzo and farther to the west
led to the awarding of the Blue Max.

Matajur is the prominent peak.
Rommel’s forces moved in from
the left skyline.
Caporetto/Kobarid is the town in
the center of the picture. Italian
plains of Friuli lie in the distance.
Picture is taken from atop Krn.

Krn and Batognica
There is an outstanding open-air museum atop Mrzli Vrh which time did not allow me to visit. You can
see the steep 40+ degree slopes which Italian infantry repeatedly tried to advance up. Occasionally, they
even captured a trench of two from the Austrians, but counterattacks always pushed them back down the
hill again. The bulk of the Italian 46th Infantry Division would be caught defending their lines atop this
mountain while the Germans smashed through their defenses along the river below which ensured a
prolonged stay in the Austrian Empire for many.
For me, the battlefields atop Krn/Monte Rosso and Batognica/Monte Nero represent the true surreal
nature of war along the Italian Front. Italian forces captured Krn early in the war 16 June 1915, surprising
the local Hungarian force. They also captured the Vrsic ridge going to the northwest off Krn and were on
their way to taking Batognica to the southwest when the Austrian defense stiffened. Static warfare was
the rule from 1915 until the breakthrough at Caporetto.
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To gain the heights of Krn and Batognica is to hike high.
Remnants of the long-ago war start down low as many of
the trails retrace old supply mule trails zig zagging up the
steep slopes. There are several ways to approach. I came by
way of a trail – total of 1500 meters to climb and descend that follows an old Austrian supply road up out of the
Lepena Valley reached off the main highway between Bovec
and Vrsic Pass. Two hours gains you almost 700 meters to
the mountain hut at Krn Lake – Dom pri Krnshih Jezerih.
A short way beyond the hut is Krn Lake, beautifully clear –
no swimming, as it serves as a water supply – with Krn Peak
soaring to the south, another 900 meters to gain. The peak
and the ridge coming off to the right were held by the
Italians. The Austrians defended from the ridges on the
north and east side of the lake with No Man’s Land running

Looking to the peak of Krn from Italian
positions on Batognica – Note the Krn Hut
- Gomesckovo Zavetische on the left
skyline just above the cross. Originally
this was built as a shrine to Italian Lt.
Alberto Picco

directly across the lake.
Keep pushing up the valley below Krn aiming for “Prag
(Batognisko sedlo)” which is the pass between Vrh nad Peski
on the east – this was a main Austrian defense point and
there is a small stone monument up here – and the KrnBatognica ridgeline to the west. Stay left at the trail junction

Krn Peak

with the trail coming directly down from Krn – that will be

rising high above

the return route.

Krn Lake.

The views become even more spectacular when you reach
the saddle. You can see all the way to the Adriatic Sea. Mrzli
vrh is the green peak far below. From the saddle, your route
retraces the Austrian supply route to troops defending atop Batognica and the detritus of war becomes
more evident as you climb.

Krn to the right and Batognica to the left from No Man’s Land on the east side.
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View south from the saddle with Mrzli vrh the green peak on the right.
Batognica has a flat plateau on top – made flatter by the explosion of huge mines. Here both sides fought
winter and summer for over two years.
Bunkers, tunnels, barbed wire abound as
you wind across the top. With a headlamp,
you can carefully probe some of the old
tunnels and trenches.
It is easy to forget the time up here as you
explore the many ruins, still preserved by
nature and the fact you must climb up a
long way to reach here. Keep an eye on the
clock or reserve a spot at the mountain hut,
if you can.

Batonica is the flat mountain to the left of the paragliders
– photo taken from atop Krn.

Italian trench map showing their positions atop Batognica/Monte Rosso.
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Some of the most impressive ruins are on the Italian side of the mountain. Huge bunkers and staircases
built into the limestone give testament to the efforts put forth to bring war to such foreign environments.

Bones, grenades, wire, boots … still easy to spot
atop the former battlefield atop Batognica

Italian bunker atop Batognica with Krn Peak
in the distance

After exploring Batognica – which can take more hours
than you have unless you spend the night atop the
mountain hut on Krn – drop down the stone staircases
to the saddle between Krn and Batognica. From here you
gain a last 200 meters in about 15-20 minutes to stand
atop the 2244 meter-high Krn/Monte Rosso. Krn Lake is
far below on one side with the main peaks of the Julian
Alps – including Triglav – beyond. Kobarid/Caporetto
is deep to the other side. Even up here, the flanks of the
peak are still protected by swaths of barbed wire from
another age. The peak was Monte Rosso in Italian
because of the blood shed in capturing the height. Its
capture by Alpini troops of the crack “Exilles” battalion
on 16 June 1915 in a predawn attack was celebrated
throughout Italy – they had very little else going their
way at this early point of the war. One of the officers
killed in the attack, Lt Alberto Picco, died in his captain’s
arms and became a hero for which the football stadium
in his hometown of La Spezia is still named.

Monument to Lt Alberto Picco
atop Krn/Monte Nero
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After the war and with Krn included in a new expanded Italy, a monument was raised on the spot where
Picco died. Lightning and Slovene indifference to Italian heroes has changed the monument to the
mountain hut – Gomesckovo Zavetische – a nice place to at least have a beer, food or spend the night.
“Wine is a grand thing," I said. "It makes you forget all the bad.”
A Farewell to Arms, Ernest Hemingway

Full blown monument to a newly created Fascist hero – Alberto Picco

To the north is the long ridgeline of Krncica
-Vrsic which was held by the Italians.
Bunkers and machinegun pits festoon the
ridgeline. Most of the Italian soldiers on
Krn, Batognica and along this ridge – Italian
43rd Division – would eventually become
prisoners – along with most of the Italian
46th Division men atop Mrzli vrh - after the
first day of Caporetto when the Germans
and Austrians broke through the Italian
defenses along the valley floors far below.

Paraglider soars west off the Krnica-Vrsic ridge held by men of the
Italian 43rd Division at the beginning of the Battle of Caporetto.
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"I was always embarrassed by the words sacred, glorious, and sacrifice and the expression in vain. Abstract words
such as glory, honor, courage or hallow were obscene beside the concrete names of villages, the numbers of roads, the
names of rivers, the numbers of regiments and the dates."
Lt. Frederic Henry tells us in Ernest Hemingway’s A Farewell to Arms

Some of the many Italian prisoners captured after the Battle of Caporetto
The ridge is not a particularly difficult walk, though there is no official trail. If you have come all the way
from Lepena and Krn Lake, you would have to spend a night on Krn to have enough time to include the
ridge in your explorations, however. I completed my hike by retracing my steps off Krn to the KrnBatognica saddle and taking the trail straight back to Krn Lake and then the Lepena. Trust me when I say
a long, but very interesting day.

From Krn: Left to right – Matajur and Kobardi; Mt Stol; Mt Polovnik and Zaprikraj meadows with Kanin massif in
background; Vrsic-Krncica ridge – Italian-held before the battle.
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Time can always intrude – not enough, that is. There is another open-air museum below the Vrsic-Krncica
ridge on the west at Zaprikraj. You can reach here by driving up from Kobarid to Dreznica and on above
to the road gate at Dreznike Ravne. From there it is by foot to the alpine meadows which served as the
Italian supply centers for their frontline positions on the ridges above. The Pot Miru comes through
Zaprikraj circumnavigating around the west and south faces of Krn on the way to Mrzli vrh.
From the model in the Kobarid Museum, you can see the long ridge of Polovnik which forces a wide
bend in the route taken by the Isonzo/Soca River. This ridge was under Italian control. The red lines were
Italian trenches and the blue were Austrian. On the right are the lines coming off the Vrsic-Krncica ridge
with the flat area of Zaprikraj below. The Austrians then defended the Javorscek-Humcic ridgeline from
which the lines dropped down to the Isonzo/Soca at the flat area around Bovec/Plesso. From here, the
front climbed steeply to the peaks above on Cukla and Rombon.

Model in the Kobarid
Museum showing Polovnik,
the mountain to the south of
Bovec, with Italian positions
– red - extending up
Rombon to the left of the
Isonzo valley floor and to
the right onto the VrsicKrncica ridgeline.

Bovec/Plesso
Centering myself in Bovec, I spent a few days exploring the ruins of war and the natural beauty of the
region. During the war, the Italians had captured Bovec on the first days of battle. Several open-air sites
can be visited which served as important positions amongst the Austrian defenses. The first and most
important is the trenchlines and tunnels on the little hill of Ravelnik. The two hills of Ravelnik and
Strziche rise to the west above the glacial waters of the Koritnica running towards the Isonzo/Soca. The
Italian line was sited closer to the east edge of today’s town while the Austrians defended from the little
hills.

Ravelnik and Strziche are the low hills in front – Svinjak is prominent peak on the left; Batterie
Kal is on the first knoll going up the central ridge.
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The old defenses along Ravelnik have been restored
and preserved – you need a headlamp – though
forests have grown up where there were none
during the war. Look carefully as you walk about
and in addition to those tunnels you can see and
walk about in, there are more which have collapsed
and been filled in over time.

"In the fall when the rains came the leaves all fell from the
chestnut trees and the branches were bare and the trunks
black with rain,"
Lt Frederic Henry in Ernest Hemingway’s

Austrian defensive positions restored on Ravelnik.

A Farewell to Arms
Just to the north of Ravelnik is a cemetery for some 700 Austrian dead in which
defenders from the immediate area were gathered. The Italians buried in the area
were removed to the ossuary in Kobarid.
Ravelnik was important during the battle of Caporetto. From here, a big push
was directed against the Italian defenders to open another hole in their line.
Hungarian memorials at the
military cemetery in Bovec.

One of the German gas mortars
that were used with a gas shell
lying next to the tube. The picture
above shows the mortars ready for
the battle at Bovec.

A huge gas attack preceded the main attack which
was very successful killing as many as 700 men of
the Friuli Brigade with gases of phosgene and
diphenylchloroarsine. Some 2000 gas shells were
fired in the attack.
Observers first thought the gas attack had failed
when soldiers were first noted at their posts, but
those men were all dead.

Plan of attack for the German gas mortars at
Bovec at the start of the battle.
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“The coward dies a thousand deaths, the brave but one?'
'Of course. Who said it?'
'I don't know.'
'He was probably a coward,' she said. "He knew a great
deal about cowards but nothing about the brave. The
brave dies perhaps two thousand deaths if he's intelligent.
He simply doesn't mention them.”
A Farewell to Arms – Ernest Hemingway
Some of the Italians killed in the gas attack at Bovec
at the beginning of the Battle of Caporetto.
There is a memorial tablet commemorating the

Airfield hosting an international model glider meeting –

Italian dead along the road just south of the little

Ravelnik is the small hill above the windsock on the right

airport at Bovec. As an aside, the little airport

and Svinjak towers in the background.

was as a forward base for the Yugoslav Air
Force during the Cold War. Today, it serves
gliders.
“The priest was good but dull. The officers were not
good but dull. The King was good but dull. The wine
was bad but not dull.”
Lt Frederic Henry
in Ernest Hemingway’s A Farewell to Arms

Crossing the Koritnica to the east and starting from
the village of Kal-Koritnica is a trail that winds all
the way to the top of the spired peak of Svinjak,
some 1200 meters above. While that is an amazing
hike, we will only go a short way up the trail to the
former Austrian artillery fort at Celo/Batterie Kal.
This was one of the main Austrian artillery positions
with two 120 mm guns brought over from the old
fort at Flitscher Klause.
Gun emplacement for one of the
120mm tubes at Batterie Kal
The mountain on the other side of the Koritnica rising above Bovec is Rombon – over 2200 meters high.
Some 500 meters lower is the subpeak of Cukla – where an old Italian monument exists. Both peaks were
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fought over fiercely with mountain troops on both sides
performing amazing raids. Mussolini spent time here in
the winter of 1915-1916 as a soldier. Trails go up to both
peaks from Bovec on the valley floor, but that means a
gain of 2000 meters (and loss, too!).

“The whole thing seemed to run better while I was away.”
Lt Frederic Henry from Ernest Hemingway’s
A Farewell to Arms.

 Cukla sitting high above the valley – Rombon is
lost in the clouds. The Italian monument is just
discernible atop Cukla.
An easier option is to take the cable cars up to Kanin
– Zicnica Kanin – and then traverse to the east over
the Kanin massif to Rombon and then down to
Cukla as you descend back down to Bovec. That is
still a loss of over 200 meters but the gain is much
less. The way is still long – plan on a whole day –
and you must carry lots of water as there are no
mountain huts out in this direction. You will get a
much better appreciation for what the men on both
sides had to endure.

Kanin is on the left with the cable car diagonaling up the slopes. Rombon is on the right towering above
Bovec – Cukla is the grass-covered peak to its left.
At the time of the First World War, there was only a rudimentary path that existed over Vrsic Pass
connecting the Sava valley to the north and the Isonzo/Soca valley to the south. This is the main road
today leading from Bovec to Kranjska Gora. The road over that pass – to the east and north of Bovec - was
built by some 12,000 Russian POW’s during 1915-1916.
A short way east from Kal-Koritnica on the road to Vrsic is an exhibit along the side of the road which
explains the Zicnica Golubar. This was a rope cableway that was used to transport materials high up into
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the hanging valley of Golubar which is directly to the
south. The Pot Miru heads up to Golubar from here on
its way to Zaprikraj and Dreznica.
The old road turned north from Bovec, rounding the
base of Rombon and following the Koritnica north to the
little valley of Log pod Mangartom. From that village,
the main way then pushed high and to the west over
Predil Pass coming down towards the mining town of
Cave del Predil – Austrian territory until the end of
WWI. Two forts defended this road with one at Predil
Pass where a group of Austrian soldiers were wiped out
to a man during the Napoleonic times.
Austrian supply wagons making their
way over the new road at Vrsic Pass

Monument
commemorates the
efforts of Johann
Hermann von
Hermansdorf and his
fallen comrades at
The lower station of the old aerial

Predil Pass during the

cableway leading up to Golubar.

Napoleonic Wars

The other fort is in the canyon walls just to the east of
the end of Rombon. This was Flitscher Klause ,
Trdnajava Kluze or Fortress Kluze. The area used to
belong to the Venetian Republic and there had been an
old log fort here established in the late 15th century to
defend against Turkish incursions from the north.
When the Hapsburgs gained control of the area in the
early 1500’s, they rebuilt the fort though it was
destroyed by the French in 1797. Between 1881 and
1882, the fort was rebuilt and it served as a command
center, supply depot and hospital during WWI.
Looking down on Flitscher Klause from the road
to Fort Hermann.
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Being built deep inside the Koritnica canyon, satellite forts were built to provide defense against potential
Italian incursions up the road towards Predil Pass. One of those forts was at Cukla. A larger fort was
established – 1897-1900 - higher up above the Klause fort and named Fort Hermann – the fort was named
for the Austrian commander who had died with his men at Predil Pass. Here some of the larger artillery
guns were emplaced. The two forts were linked by a road which winds a short way through a tunnel –
lighting is a recent development.
There also are iron rungs that go straight up the cliff walls providing a quicker way up.

Portholes for observers and a machine gun protect
the entrance to the tunnel on the military road
going up to Fort Hermann.
Fast way up the cliff from
Flitscher Klause to Fort Hermann

The fort was supposed to be impervious to artillery fire at
the time it was built, but plunging Italian fire destroyed the
fort in June of 1915. This problem was shared by many other
World War I forts that had been built in the late 19th or early
20th centuries – just before advances in artillery weaponry.

Ruins of Fort Hermann with the peak of
Rombon rising high above.
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Pushing further up the road towards Predil you
come into the valley of Log pod Mangartom –
Mangart is Slovenia’s second highest mountain and
it looms high to the northeast at the end of the
valley. This whole area was made part of Italy
between WWI and WWII. During that time,
Mangart was the new border and Italian engineers
built a road – one of many in the area – that ascends
to within 600 meters of the peak, giving military
relatively easy access to the area. You can still drive
up that road today.
Log pod Mangartom was an important Austrian
supply center for this area of the front. There is a
military cemetery here where you will find the
graves of over 800 men, many from the 4th BosniaHerzegovina Infantry Regiment identifiable by their
tombstones with the lack of crosses adorning those
of their Christian comrades. The cemetery here was
established during the first year of the war and the
dead were taken from the fighting that took place on

Fort at Predil Pass with Mangart rising above.

Rombon.

Postwar Italian road is barely visible as it criss-

A statue – erected during the war by a Czech

crosses to just below the summit block.

sculptor – features a pair of soldiers – one Christian
and one Muslim – with their eyes looking in the
direction of Rombon. Inscriptions list the troop units
that fought in the area and are in German, Slovene
and Serbo-Croatian.

Graves of Austrian soldiers at Log pod
Mangartom – crosses for Christian and the
nisak (tomb-shaped) markers for Muslims.

Austrian soldiers look towards their comrades
defending atop Rombon
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A little further up the road is the Franz-Josef Hilfstollen. Stollen is shaft or tunnel in German. Built in 1905
to drain water from the lead mines on the other side of Predil Pass near Cave del Predil – a fascinating
town to visit in its own right – the tunnel stretches for 4.8 kilometers. Before the war, miners who lived in
this valley, used the tunnel as a short cut to work in Cave. This way they did not have to climb up over
the Predil Pass. When war came, the tunnel became a very important transportation line for the Austrians
since Italian artillery could blast away at anything that tried to get over Predil.

Rusting electric train with passenger car outside

Austrian troops using the Hilfstollen to

of the entrance to the Emperor Franz Joseph

circumvent Predil Pass.

Mine Tunnel.

The Pot Miru today extends the length of the Isonzo/Soca Front from Log pod Mangartom all the way to
the Adriatic near Trieste. The bulk of the fighting occurred further south of the Kobarid area – from
Gorizia/Gorze south. The amount of war monuments, cemeteries and battlefield remnants increases
dramatically. The huge Italian ossuaries of Oslavia and Repudiglia are down here. You can learn a lot
more about the path and the sights on and off the path by purchasing the book – in English – “The Walk
of Peace from the Alps to the Adriatic”. Hiking maps are also available in 1:25000 scale and another map
– 1:5000 - which shows the frontlines along with the various war-related features to be found in the
Rombon-Mengore region. The book and maps can be found through the http://www.potmiru.si/eng/
website, though you might need to contact the visitor center for the latest maps available.
To do the whole trail, you might need three weeks – there are fifteen
daylong sections. Most of the way is not too strenuous as the trails stay
away from more severe Slovene ‘trails’ that you can find when you are
wandering in the Julian Alps further to the north.

Austrian wire still stretching out
through the woods on Ravelnik.
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Further Reading
The best books that I have found to better understand the wartime actions here in the Caporetto area are:
“The White War: Life and Death on the Italian Front 1915-1919” Mark Thompson 2008
“The Italian Army and the First World War” John Gooch 2014
“Rommel and Caporetto” John Wilks and Eileen Wilks 2001
“Attacks” Erwin Rommel 1979 edition though the book was first published in 1937
“The Front on the Soca” Petra Svoljsak 2002
“The Walk of Peace from the Alps to the Adriatic: A Guide Along the Isonzo Front” Tadej Koren 2015
“A Farewell to Arms” Ernest Hemingway 1929 – much of the action of this famous novel occurs
during the Battle of Caporetto. Many have thought Hemingway took part in the battle, but while he
did get to Italy as an ambulance driver, it was very late in the war.

Mark McLain

